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Abstract. Let £,(<).£,(/), • • • and {(/) be random processes on the

interval [0, 1], without discontinuities of the second kind. A. V. Skorohod

has given necessary and sufficient conditions under which the distribution

of /(C(0) converges to the distribution of /({(/)) as n -» oo for any

functional / continuous in the Skorohod metric. In the following we shall

consider only stochastically right-continuous processes without

discontinuities of the second kind, i.e., processes such that the space X of

their sample functions is the space of all right-continuous functions x(l)

(0 < / < 1) without discontinuities of the second kind. For a set T =

{/,, .../„,...} c [0, 1] the metric pT is defined on * as in 2.3. The metric
pT defines on the X the minimal topology in which all functionals

continuous in Skorohod's metric and also the functionals x(tx - 0),

x(t¡),..., x(tn — 0), x(tn),... are continuous. We will give necessary and

sufficient conditions under which the distribution of /(£„(0) converges to

the distribution of /(£(/)) as n-»oo for any completely continuous

functional /, i.e. for any functional / which is continuous in any of the

metrics pr defined in 2.3.

1. Introduction. The study of random processes with independent incre-

ments is of special interest. Let us formulate one of the basic results of the

present paper. Let £(<o) be a random variable defined on the probability space

ß. For any d > 0 we set

o       if m<d,

U2(co)     if    \Z(u)\>d.
ZW(u) =

Theorem 4. Let £,(f),..., £,(;),... and £(/) be random processes on the

interval [0, 1] with independent increments and without discontinuities of the

second kind, such that for any e > 0 there exists d > 0 such that E£¿d)(t) < e

for all n and t. For the distribution off(£„(t)) to converge to the distribution of

/(£(/)) as n -» oo for any completely continuous functional f, it is necessary and

sufficient that the following conditions be satisfied:
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(a) For any finite set /,,..., tk c [0, 1] the joint distribution of

U'i-0). UM» •...£„ ('*-<>),£,('*)
converges to the joint distribution of

{(/,-o),{(/,),..., €(/*-0),C(/A)

as n-* oo ;

(b) The sequence of functions <p„(t) = Ei-n(t) converges uniformly on the

interval [0, 1].

Let us assume that for the processes £,(/),..., £„(/), • • • and £(/) of

Theorem 4 there exists an at most countable set T c [0, 1] such that the

sample functions of these processes have no discontinuities at points in

[0, 1]\ T with probability 1. It follows from Theorem 4 (see 3.4) that the

conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4 are necessary and sufficient for the

distribution of /(£„(?)) to converge to the distribution of /(£(/)) as n -» cc for

any functional / continuous in the uniform metric pc (pc(xx, x2) = sup,|x,(0

- *2(')l).
As an immediate consequence of the limit theorems for random processes

with independent increments and without discontinuities of the second kind,

one obtains limit theorems for sums of independent random variables (see

§4). Let us consider a simple example. Let £,,...,£,,... be a sequence of

independent identically distributed random variables for which ££„ = 0,

Dl-„ = 1. Let us consider a random process v„(t) on the interval [0, 1], which

equals Sk/Vn~ if t E[(k - l)/n, k/n) and tj„(1) = SjVñ ; the random

variable Sk = £x + • • • + %k. The random processes tj,(/), ... t]„(t),...

and w(t), where w(t) is the process of Brownian motion, satisfy all the

hypotheses of Theorem 4. All sample functions of these processes are

continuous at irrational points with probability 1. From the above we obtain

Donsker's theorem: For any functional / continuous in the uniform metric

the distribution of f(t]n(t)) converges to the distribution of/(»v(/)) as n -* oo.

2. Convergence of random processes without discontinuities of the second

kind.

2.1. Let X denote the set of all functions x(t) on [0, 1] which have no

discontinuities of the second kind. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume

that x(t) is right-hand continuous, that is, x(t + 0) — x(t). In the uniform

metric

Pe(*.»*a)"«uPr*i(0-'xa(0il
t

the space X is not separable. This fact forces us to consider the Skorohod

metric on A". Let A denote the set of all continuous increasing functions X(r)

on [0, 1] such that X(0) = 0, X(l) = 1. The Skorohod metric is defined by the
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formula

P,(*i. x2) = int [ sup ¡^,(A(/-)) - *2(')| + SUP KO - 'I
ASA L      I /

It is evident that the space X is separable in the metric ps (see [2, VI, §5]).

2.2. By definition a random process £(t) on [0, 1] has no discontinuities of

the second kind if the sample function of this process belongs to the space X

with probability 1 (because of this we assume from the beginning that the

process £(t) is stochastically right-hand continuous, that is, £(/ + 0) = £(/)).

For every positive number c < 1 consider the functional

Ac(x) = sup [min{|*(0 - 'x(t)\; \x(t) - x(t")\}]
t-c<t'<t<t"<l + c

+   sup  \x(0) - x(t)\ +     sup    \x(t) - x(l)\
0<i<c 1 — c</<1

on X. In [2, VI, §5] the following theorem is proved.

Theorem 1. Let £,(/), ..., £n(t),... and £(t) be random processes without

discontinuities of the second kind defined on [0, 1 ] and suppose that for any finite

set of points /,,..., tk c [0, 1] the joint distribution of

U'i)> •••>£,('*)
converges to the joint distribution of

*(',),...,*(/*)

as n-»oo. Then the distribution of f(£n(t)) converges to the distribution of

/(£(0) as n-> oo for every functional f continuous in the Skorohod metric if and

only if

lim hm£{Af(|n(0)>e}=0
c->0 «-»oo

for every e > 0.

2.3. There exist interesting sets open in the uniform metric which are not

open in the Skorohod metric. Let a(t), b(t) c X and inf,[b(t) - a(t)] > 0.

We set

U% = [x(t): inf[x(t) - a(t)] > 0, inf [b(t) - x(t)] > o).

It is easy to prove that for the set Uffi to be open in the Skorohod metric it is

necessary and sufficient that a(t) and b(t) be continuous functions.

Let T — (/,,..., t„,... ) be an at most countable set on [0, 1]. Consider

the metric

pT(xx, x2) = ps(xx, x2)

+ Ï  ¿ [M'« - °) - *2('„ - 0)| +|*,(/„) - x2(t„)\]   on^.
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Let us point out some simple properties of the metric pT. In this metric the

space A* is separable. A functional which is continuous in the Skorohod

metric ps is also continuous in the metric pT. Functional/,-(;c) = x(t0 — 0)

and/, (x) = x(t0), where 0 < t0 < 1, are continuous in the metric pT if and

only if t0 G T. On the other hand, the functionals f,~(x), f, (x) are discon-

tinuous in the metric ps.

Lemma 1. For the set U¡¡$ to be open in the metric pT it is necessary and

sufficient that all points of discontinuity of the functions a(t) and b(t) belong to

T.

Proof. The necessity follows immediately from the definition of the metric

Pt-
Sufficiency. For every function x(t) E U¡¡§ there exist two functions

ô(0. b(t) c X, which have discontinuities only at a finite number of points

belonging to the set T and

ait) > ait),   bit) < 6(0,    inf [6(0 - fl(/)] > 0,   x(t) G U¡$.

It is easy to see that the set U¿$ is open in the metric pT. From this it follows

that the set Uj¡$ is open in the metric pT. This completes the proof of Lemma

1.

2.4. Definition 1. A set V C X is said to be a domain if V = U ,°1, i/M\

The closure of V in the Skorohod metric said to be a domain closure and is

denoted by V.

In particular, U¡¡$ is a domain, the closure of which is the set i/*$ =

{x(0: a(t) < x(t) k 6(0}. In 2.2 the functional Ac(x) was considered. Let

VeA = {x: Ae(x) > e).

Lemma 2. The set Vct is a domain.

Proof. Let x0(t) E VCJt. This means that there exist five points

t\, t2, t3, t4, ts c [0, 1] which satisfy the following conditions:

(1) tx < c,t5> 1 - c,t2< t3< t4, t3- t2< c, tA- t3< c;

\x0(0) - x0(tx)\ + min[|x0(f2) - jc0(/3>|; |x0(r3) - x0(t4)\]

(2)
+ K(M- *o(0| *«o>«-

Let us assume that the function x0it) is continuous at the points t2, t3, t4, t5 (if

/, < c then we shall assume that the function x0(t) is also continuous at the

point tx). Consider two functions a(t), b(t) c X such that

inf[6(0-a(0]>0,   x0(t)EU^,

Xoti) - «ti) < ^72- '    6(0 - xo(0 < ^T2^ '
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where t¡ = 0, tx, t2, t3, t4, t5, 1. If /, = c then a(t) and b(t) can have discon-

tinuities only at the point c (if the function x0(t) is continuous at c, then a(t)

and b(t) are continuous functions). If tx < c then a(t) and b(t) are

continuous functions. If x(t) E U¡¡$ then \x(0) - x(tx)\ + minfjii/^ -

*(/3)|; \*(h) - *('4)|] + \x(h) - ¿(1)| > (c0 + e)/2 > e. Hence Ac(x) > e

and U¡¡$ C Kce. Consider a set £ consisting of only one point c E [0, 1]. By

virtue of Lemma 1, the set Uj¡$ is open in the metric pT. From the

separability of the space X in the metric pT it follows that Vce = U fL x t^w '

where the functions a¡(t), b¡(t) can have discontinuities only at the single

point c. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

2.5. Let probability measures px,..., p„,... and p be defined on the

Borel sets of the metric space ß. As usual, we say that p„ converges weakly to

p if one of the following three equivalent conditions is satisfied:

(1) For any bounded continuous function/defined on ß,

jfdp» -*ffdp.

(2) For any continuous function / defined on ß the distribution of / with

respect to the measure pn converges to the distribution of/with respect to the

measure p as n -» oo.

(3) For any open set U c ß, pn(U) -* p(U) if p(U) = p(U); the set Ü is

the closure of U.

Lemma 3. Let probability measures «,,. .., pn,. .. and p be defined on the

Borel sets of the separable metric space ß and let G (ß) be a Banach algebra

with identity of bounded continuous functions defined on ß. Suppose that for any

point w0 E ñ and for any closed set F c ß («0 E F) there exists g E C(ß)

such that g(u0) = 0 and g(o>) = 1 for all to E £. Suppose finally that for every

function g E G(Q) the distribution of g(u) with respect to the measure p„

converges to the distribution of g(u>) with respect to the measure p as n -» oo.

Then pn converges weakly to p.

Proof. Let U be an open set in ß and £ = ß \ U. For any e > 0 there exist

a finite set of points «,,..., wk c U and functions gx,...,gkC C(ß) such

that

(0 8M) = 0 for every i = I,..., k; g,(w) = 1 for all w E £; 0 < g,(<o) <
l;

(2) p(U*-,L,) > p(U) - e, where Z, = {w E Q: g,(u) < }}.

The function 2f_,g,(w) = g0(w) E G(ß) and hence the distribution of g0(u)

with respect to the measure p„ converges to the distribution of g0(w) with

respect to the measure p as n -> oo. There exists a number p such that

k - ¿<p < k and pn(L)-*p(L), where L = {« E ß: g0(u>) < p). It is

evident that Uf_iL( C L c U and hence
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p(L) > p(U) - eL

By analogue, there exists an open set M c ß \ U such thatji(M) > p(ti \ U)

— e and pn(M)^* p(M). Let us assume that p(U) = p(U). In view of the

arbitrariness of e > 0, we obtain

p„(U)^p(U).

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Remark. The Banach algebra G(ß) satisfies all the hypotheses of

Tychonoff's theorem [4, I, 9], and hence there exists a compactification K of

the space Q such that the Banach algebra of all bounded continuous

functionals of the space ñ, which can be extended continuously on K, is

G(fi). In [3, §5] a proof of proposition equivalent to Lemma 3 is given "which

uses compactifications. The theory of compactifications is used substantially

in study of limit theorems for functionals of measurable random processes

(see [3]).

2.6. Definition 2. A functional / defined on the set A" is said to be

completely continuous if there exists an at most countable set T c [0, 1] such

that/is continuous in the metric pT.

Theorem 2. Let random processes £,(0, • • •, £„(0> • • • and £(0 without

discontinuities of the second kind be defined on the interval [0, 1]. The following

properties (A), (B) and (C) are equivalent:

(A) This property consists of two conditions.

I. For any finite set of points tx, . .. ,tk c [0, 1] the joint distribution of

i,(*i-0),i,itl),...£,itk-0),i,itk)

converges to the joint distribution oj

Sitl-0),iiti),...,Zitk-0),iitk).

II. For any e > 0,

lim lhn"P{Ac(£fl(0)>£}=0.
c->0 n-*oo

(B) For any completely continuous functional f the distribution of f(£n(t))

converges to the distribution off(£(t)) as n -» oo.

(C) For any domain V,

YnnP{£n(t)EV} = P{£(t)EV)

if

P{£(t)EV) = P{i(t)EV}.

Proof. (1). (A) implies (B). There exists an at most countable set R„ c

[0,1] such that t E Rn if and only if P {\Çn(t - 0) - tn(t)\ > 0} > 0.

Analogously, there exists an at most countable set R0 c [0, 1] such that
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/ E £0 if and only if P{|f(r - 0) - £(?)| > 0} > 0. The set £ = U"=fA-
Let an at most countable set £ c [0, 1] \ R. Consider a set XT c X. A

function x(t) E XT if and only if x(t) is continuous at all points in £. It is

evident that

(1) px(XT)-p„(XT)-p(Xr) = I,

where /l, is the probability measure corresponding to the process £„(/), and p

is the probability measure corresponding to the process £(/). 0° %t the

topology defined by pT coincides with the topology defined by the Skorohod

metric. This means that for any set U c X which is open in the metric pT

there eixsts a set U' c X which is open in the Skorohod metric such that

u nxT= u' nxT and   [ u] n xT m ü' n xT,

where [U] is the closure of U in the metric pT, and¿7' is the closure of U' in

the Skorohod metric. Consider a set U which is open in the metric pT such

that p(U) = p([U}). It follows from (1) that p„(U') = pn(U), p(U') = p(U)

= p([U]) = p(U'). By virtue of Theorem 1,

pn(U')^p(U')

because of the fact that p(U') = p(U'). Hence

pn(U)->p(U).

We have proven that for any functional/which is continuous in the metric pT

(T c [0, 1] \ £) the distribution of /(£„(')) converges to the distribution of

/(£(f)) as n -» oo. From this it follows that if g(x) is a functional which is

continuous in the Skorohod metric and tx,..., tk c [0, l]\ R then the joint

distribution of

converges to the joint distribution of

¿(o,..., i(tk),sm)
as n -» oo. Consider now an arbitrary finite set of points tx,. .., tk c [0, 1].

Let // < /, < t", where </, //' c [0, 1] \ R (i = I,..., k). We have proven

that the joint distribution of

converges to the joint distribution of

as n -+ oo. From condition I it follows that the joint distributions of

U';)>U',-0)   and   U',)>UO

converge, correspondingly, to the joint distributions of
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*('/). *('/-0)   and   £(>,), ¿(O

as n -» oo. Now we can easily prove the following proposition: For any finite

set of points tx.   tk c [0, 1] and for any functional g(x) which is

continuous in the Skorohod metric the joint distribution of

in ('. - 0), £„ (/,), ...,£„('*- 0), £„ (/*). g(£„ (0)

converges to the joint distribution of

í(tx-0), £(/,),..., £(/A-0), £(/,), g(£(0)

as n-+oo. Let / be a completely continuous functional. There exists an at

most countable set f c [0, 1] such that / is continuous in the metric pf.

Consider functionals

h~(x) = max[-a, min{a,/,~ (x)}],   h(x) = max[-a, min{a,/,o(*)}],

a>0,   f~ (x) = x(t0 - 0),   fh(x) = x(t0),   t0ET.

Let Q(X) denote a Banach algebra with identity of functionals which is

generated by all bounded functionals which are continuous in the Skorohod

metric, and all functionals of the form h~(x), h(x). For any function x0 E X

and any set F c X (x0 G jF) which is closed in the metric pf there exists a

functional q(x) G Q(X) such that q(x0) = 0 and q(x) = 1 for x E F. From

the above it follows that for any functional q(x) E Q(X) the distribution of

q(£„(t)) converges to the distribution of <?(£(0) as « -» co. From Lemma 3 it

follows that the distribution of /(£„(0) converges to the distribution of f(£(t))

as n -» co. So the fact that property (A) implies property (B) has been proven.

(2). (B) implies (C). Consider a domain V = U fL x U%$. Let us assume that

p(V) = p(V). Let T denote an at most countable set on [0, 1] such that all

the points of discontinuity of the functions a¡(t) and 6,(0 belong to T. Let [ V]

denote the closure of V in the metric pT. It is evident that V c [ V] C V and

hence p( V) = ju([ V]). The fact that F is a set which is open in the metric pT

implies immediately that p„(V)-* p(V). So we have shown that property (B)

implies property (Q.

(3). (C) implies (A). Choose a finite number of points T = {tx < t2

< • ■ - < tk) on the interval [0, 1]. Consider

W = {x(t): a'x < x(tx - 0) < /?,', a'{ < x(tx) < /?,", . . ., a'k

< *(tk - 0) < ft, ai < x(tk) < ft"},

[ W] = {*(0: a\ < x(tx - 0) < ft, a'{ < x(tx) < ft",..., a'k

< x(tk - 0) < ft, a'k < x(tk) < ft" },

where a'x < ft, ax < ft",..., a'k < ft, ak < ft" is an arbitrary set of real

numbers. For any function x(t) G W there exists a set U¿$ such that
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x(t) E Uf¡{f¡ c W and the functions a(t), b(t) can have discontinuities only at

points of the set T. By virtue of Lemma 1 the set U¡¡$ is open in the metric

pT. The space X is separable in the metric pT. Hence W is a domain. It can be

proven analogously that X \[W] is a domain. Let us assume that p(W) =

p([ W]). For any e > 0 there exist two finite collections of sets

r/*i(') Jjbm(t). TjbHt) r;6"(/)

such that

(a)    l#$ c h/    i^W ci\[fF]   for a]l   / = 1,. .., m;

(b) p(uffl) = p(uab;$), p(0 = mO;
(2) I    m \

(c)   pl U (^¿?Ultf#)]>l-e.

Consider domains F= U]LiUj$} and F' = UT-iU$,y It is evident that

p(K) = p(F), p(F') = p(K'). From (2) and in view of the arbitrariness of

e > 0 we obtain

pn(W)-*p(W).

So condition I holds true. Let us prove now that condition II holds true.

Lemma 2 asserts that Vce is a domain. It can easily be seen that the closure

of the domain V.c,e

V   r D Vc,t *—   I    I   r c+p,t—p'

P>0

From the fact that forp > 0 the function v//(p) = p(Vc+p¿_p) is nondecreas-

ing it follows that there exists an arbitrarily small p' > 0 such that

KVc+P;c-p-) = p(Vc+p;t-p\

Hence

Km P{Ac+,(i,(t)) >e-p'} = £{Ae+„.(€(/)) > e - p'}.

So we have proven that condition II holds true. The proof of Theorem 2 is

complete.

2.7. Consider random processes £,(/),..., £„(/),. .. and £(/) on [0, 1],

without discontinuities of the second kind. These random processes corre-

spond, on X, to probability measures px,... ,p„,... and p. For every

positive number c < 1 define the subset of X

Xc = {x(t):x(c-0) = x(c)}.

Besides an at most countable set of numbers c

(3) px(Xc) =-p„(Xc)-p(Xc) = 1.

Lemma 2 asserts that the set Vce = U°LxUab;$ where the functions a¡(t), b¡(t)
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can have discontinuities only at the point c. From the proof of Lemma 2 it

follows that if for c, (3) holds, then there exists a domain V = U fL, U¿¡$

such that V C Vcc, all functions a¡(t), b¡(t) axe continuous and

Mi(n,\ V)-p„(Vc¡e\ V)-p(V„\ V) = 0.

From this and from the part of the proof of Theorem 2 where it is proved that

(C) implies II, it is easy to obtain the following proposition:

// for every domain V = U ,°1,U$i) (ali functions a¡(t) and b¡(t) are

continuous) pn(V)-*p(V) under the condition that p(V) = p(V), then for

every e > 0

limHm"/>{Ac(£,,(0)>e}=0.
c-*0 „-»oo

From the above and from Theorem 1 we immediately obtain the following

Theorem 3. Let random processes £x(t), . . ., £„(/),. .. and i(t) be given on

[0, 1], without discontinuities of the second kind. Suppose that for every finite set

of points /,,..., tk c [0, 1] the joint distribution oj£„(tx),. .., £„(tf) converges

to the joint distribution oj £(t,),..., £(tk) as n -» oo. Then the jollowing

properties (A)', (B)', (C)' are equivalent:

(A)' For every e > 0,

lim!im"P{Ac(£n(0)>e}=0.

(B)' For every junctional j which is continuous in the Skorohod metric the

distribution o//(£„(0) converges to the distribution off(£(t)) as n-* oo.

(C)' For every domain V= U " , U¡¡$ where a¡(t), b¡(t) are continuous

functions and

P{Sit)E K} = P{£(0G V)

the equality

holds.

3. Convergence of random processes with independent increments.

3.1. Consider a finite set of independent random values tj,,..., tj„. Let 2k

denote the sum r», + • • • + t^.

Lemma 4. Let P (|2„ — 2*| > a) < a, k = 1, . . . , n, for some positive

number a < 1. Then

P{sup\2k\>a + x] <Tz~a-P{ßn\>x).

Proof. [1, §3].
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Lemma 5. If for some positive e > Owe have

£{|2„-2*|>!} <a< 1,       k=l,...,n,

then

, ,      l     £{|2J>£/8}2
£ sup      min[|2,-2,|;|Zt-2,|   >e   < —--j—

<• \<i<k<j<n > (1 - a)

Proof. [1, §40].

3.2. Let £(t) be a random process on [0, 1]. Let two finite set of points

SR = (j0, 5,.sr,..., sR) and HQ = (hx,... ,hq,... ,hQ) be given on

[0, 1] and let 0 = s0 < sx < ■ • • < sR_x < sR = I, hx < h2 < • • • < hQ.

Let numbers c>0, e>0, 0<a<l,0</?<l be given. We say that

£(/), SR, HQ, c, £, a, ß is a consistent system if

(1) sr t* hq for all r and q;

(2)2c<sr-sr_x <4c,

(3) Vi - K > 8c' h\ > 4c, Äß < 1 - 4c;
(4) for every pair of points t' < t"

^{|€(0-í(O|>e/16}<a

if f" - t' < 8c and if there exist no ¿7 such that /' < hq < f";

(5) for every pair of points t < (we have

P{p')-^t)\>e/32}<ß

if there exists a <? such that either - 8c < / < / < hq or hq < t < f < hq +

8c.

Lemma 6. Let £(f) fe <* random process with independent increments on [0, 1]

which has no discontinuities of the second kind and let £(/), SR, Hq, c, e, a, ß be

a consistent system. Then

£{Ac(*(0)>e}<
(1 - a)2

2£{|í(A)-¿(Jr_1)|>JL} + l
4ßj_Q
1-iS

Proof. Let 0 = rff* < r\p) <        < rjg = 1 and

lim maxM") - T(¡p}x) = 0.
/>-»00        j

Then
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= lim     sup |é(t^) - í(0)| +    sup   |£(1) - £(t^)|

t/'><c 1-t}'><c

+ sup mind^T^-É^)!;
t;'>-c<t/'><t;"<t¿',><t;',>+<:

Let all points sr and hq belong to the set of points rjp) for every p. We have

P {MÍO) > e} < Hm P    sup |$(rj») - ¿(0)1 > f

+ lim P
/>-»00

sup |£(i) - |(Ty»)| > i ]

1-t/»<c J

Ä-2

+ lim   2J»| sup minf|£(T,^)-£(Tf)|;
P-«  r-0       U,<^'><T,(')<rí'><í,+2

|W))-^))|]>f

Denote by sr, the point in SR for which A  G [s,„ írí+1] by virtue of Lemmas

4 and 5.

*{4,(«0) > *} < f=^ + 7^ |/('^+2) " ^ > w}

_    0
+ lim   2

/>-»oo 9„i

{I -a)

min[|£(T(W)-£(Ty>)|;

iwo-^ni]>

+pI sup minfl^)-^)!;

i^r)-wi]>f
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2«

(1 - a)2

R

I
r-\

+ 2 lim   2
/>-»oo 0„i

2a

(1 - a)2

+ 2 lim   2
P->°0 o-l

sup fltj») - É(tf >)| > f ]

2/{|íw-€(^-t)i>é} + i

SUP !{(,„_,) -¿(rjP))^!]

sup       \i(s") - f(T/>)| > f ]

2
r=l

2a

(1 - a)2
2 *{!<(*,)-fo-.)|>¿}+1

4ßj_e
i-ß

and Lemma 6 is proved.

Remark. The proof of Lemma 6 is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2 in

[1, §40]. The latter is a particular case of Lemma 6 under the assumption that

the set Hq is empty.

3.3. Here we shall prove Theorem 4 which was formulated in the Intro-

duction.

Necessity. Condition (a) is condition I of Theorem 2. Its necessity follows

from Theorem 2.

For the proof of necessity of condition (b) we point out, first of all, that

there exists an A such that

Eg(t)<A,   Etf(t-0)<A,   Et2(t)<A,   Et2(t-0)<A

for all n and t. The function tp(t) = ££(/) and the functions cp„(r) have no

discontinuities of the second kind, and for all / we have

%(')-»*(').      %(' - 0) -» <P(' - 0).

One must prove that %(t) converges uniformly to q>(t). For £ > 0 let us fix a

finite number of points 0 = t0 </,<•• • < tk < /4+1 » 1 such that if

/ *= t¡, where i = I,..., k, E\£(t - 0) - £(/)| < £. There exists 5 > 0 such

that if t', t" c [*,_„ f,) or /', /• c [tk, 1] and \f - t"\ < S then E\Z(t') -
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£(/")| < e. Let o = min,<1<Jk+,(/, - /,_,). Consider a positive number c <

min(a/2, Ô/2). There exists a natural number Nx such that:

(1) for n > Nx we have |<pn(/,. - 0) - <p(i, - 0)| < e, \<pn{t) - <p(f,)| < e for

all i = 0, 1,..., k, k + 1;
(2) for n > Nx and for every / = 1,.. ., k there exist two points rf$\ r/jj'

such that

rft>G [/,. - 2c, t,-c],      rfëE [ tt + c, tt + 2c],

\E\i,(t, - 0) - t(Tff)| -£|£(/(. - 0) - £(itf>)|| < e,

|*|U',) - €.(r{f)| -*|«4) - «iflfoll < £>
K(rff) - ç»(Tft>)| < e,       |<P„(r&>) - 9(^)1 < ■!

(3) for n > Nx and for every point / G [c, I - c] there exist two points

tx, t2 such that

t - c < tx < t < t2 < t + c,

(4) \E\i,tf)-i,(t)\-E\iitl)-iit>)\\<e,

(5) \<P„(tX) - <p{t¡)\ < e,

(6) Mn) - <p('*)| < e.

Suppose that there exist t and n0 > Nx such that

K(Ô - <P(Ô| > 4e.

We have three possibilities:

(l)f£(c,l-c);

(2) there exists / = 1,.. ., k such that \t, — t\ < e;

(3) there exists / » 0, 1,..., k such that t¡ + c < t < tj+x — c.

Case (1). Let t E (0, c]. Then

£|£flo(0)-£flo(f)|>|9>no(0)-(Pno(ô|>2e.

Consider a number qx > max(l, e, %A/e). It can easily be shown that

P{\^(0)-£no{t)\>e}>e/2qx.

Therefore if t G (c, 1 - c) then

P{àJ(fH(t))>t}>t/2ql.

Case (2). Let 0 < t — t¡ < c, I < i < k. Consider a random value

r, = min{|£no(/,.) - ^(i)|; [^(i ) - $Jt<3>>)|}.

It can easily be seen that
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tj> 2 2

and therefore

k('i)-fv.(0|+M")~9w(Tî>»)|
£t] >-2-« > «•

Consider a number <72 > max(l, e/2; 16^/e). It is easy to prove that

P{tj > e/2} > e/4q2.

Therefore if \t¡ - t\ < c (1 < i < k) then

£{A2c(!no(/))>e/2}>£/4L72.

Case (3). Let t¡ + c < t < ti+x — c. Let us choose points *„', f2o such that

t¡ < t - c < txo < t < t2o< t + c < ti+x and conditions (4), (5), (6) are

satisfied for n = n0. Consider a random value

X - HMO " €*(')|î %.(») ~ ̂ (Q)-
It can be proven as in case (2) that £ {x > e/2) > e/4q2. Therefore if there

exists ;' = 0, 1,..., k such that t¡ + c < t < ti+x - c then

£{Ac(|„o(/))>£/2}>£/4l72.

Let us summarize: if there exist r and n0 > Nx such that \q>„0(t) - (p(/)| > 4e

then

£{A2f(U,))>f}>^

where q = max(<7,, q2)- By virtue of Theorem 2 there exist c0 > 0 and a

natural number N2 such that for n > N2,

'K(«.e»>f}<£-
Set c < cQ/2 and A^ = max(A^„ N2). For n > N,

MO - <P(t)\ < 4e-

The uniform convergence of %(t) tocp(t) is proved.

Sufficiency. Suppose, without loss of generality, that ££„(/) = 0 and ££(/)

= 0 for all n and /. Let us fix numbers £ > 0 and 0 < a < 1. There exists an

at most finite set of points HQ = (hx < ■ ■ • < hq < ■ • • < hQ) such that

D(t(hq-0)-t(hq))>(a-e2)/256.

We shall prove that there exist a number c, > 0 and a natural number N '
such that

hx > 4cx,       1 - hQ > 4c„       hq+x - hq> 8c,
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and for ail pairs of points t' < t" and for every n > Nx,

*{M0-i.(OI >«/»«}<«
if t" - t' < oc and there exists no q such that /' < hq < t". Suppose the

contrary. This means that there exist point t0 and two sequences of points tj¡X)

and t(2), nj -> oo, r™ -> /0, r® -> i0 such that

^feK°)-^('?)))>(«^2)/256.
If r0 = 6g then r„(l) and /„(2) converge to t0 simultaneously either from the left

or from the right, and t0 ¥= tj,X), t0 ¥= t¡®. Let (0, 1) 3 t0 ̂  hq. Then there

exist two points /, and t2 such that /, < t0 < t2 and

D(£(tx)-Z(t2))< (a-e2)/256.

On the other hand, there exists a number J such that for / > J we have

t„X), t}¡2) c [tx, t2]. Therefore for/ > J we have

D(ii(tl)-^(t2))>(a-e2)/256.

But £(£,(/,) - £„('2))^ £>(£(/,) - £(Í2)) < (a • e2)/256, a contradiction. If

t0 = 0 or 1 or Afl then we also arrive at a contradiction.

Let us fix a positive number ß < 1. There exists a positive number

c < c,/2 such that for all q = 1,..., Q we have

Di£(hq - 8c) - £(hq -0))<(ß- e2)/1024   and

D it(hq) - t(hq + 8c)) < (/? • e2)/1024.

There exists a natural number N2 > Nx such that for every pair of points

t < t we have

{|UÔ-£,(Ô|>e/32}</?

if n > N\ and there exists q such that either hq - oc < t < t < hq or

hq< t< t< hq + oc.

Consider a set of points SR = (0 = sQ < sx < • • • < sr < • ■ • < sR = 1}

such that sr + hq for all r and q, 2c < sr - sr_x < 4c. For all n >

N2> lfl(0, -S'a» ̂ß> c> £' «, /3 is a consistent system. By virtue of Lemma 6 for

n > N2v/e have

P{Ac(£„(0)>e}

2a

(1 - a)2

2a

(1 - a)2 L

S WM',)-€.(',-i)|>è}
r-l      v -^  '

+ 1
4)8-g

1-/3

1024J>(i(0)-$,0))+ 1
4ft g
1-/3
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Therefore

îim£{Ac(e,(0)>e}<77^
(1 - a)¿ L    e2

4Z)(£(0)-£(1)) + 1 4j8-g

1-ß

From the above it follows that condition II of Theorem 2 for random

processes £„(r) holds true. By assumption, condition I of Theorem 2 for the

processes £„(/) and £(/) is satisfied. By virtue of the above and Theorem 2 we

have the validity of Theorem 4.

Remark. In the proof of the necessity of conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem

4 the fact that £„(r) and £(t) are random processes with independent incre-

ments was never used.

3.4. Definition 3. A random process £(/) without discontinuities of the

second kind defined on [0, 1] is said to be almost continuous if there exists an

at most countable set £4 c [0, 1] such that the sample functions of £(/) have

no discontinuities at the points of [0, 1] \ T{ with probability 1.

Let £(f) be an almost continuous process. Consider a set

X' = [x EX:x(t -0) = x(t)ift E[0, l]\£f }.

It is evident that

P{Z(t)EX') = l.

Consider the uniform metric pc on X'. The sets of the form Ujßß, where the

functions a(t) and b(t) can have discontinuities only at points of T, generate

the basis of open sets of the space X' with the metric pc. From this it follows

that the topologies determined on X' by the metricpc and pT coincide. The

following theorem is an immediate corollary of the above and Theorem 4.

Theorem 5. Let almost continuous random processes with independent

increments £,(/),. . ., £„(f), . . . and £(f) be defined on [0, 1]. Suppose that for

every £ > 0 there exists d > 0 such that Ei-¿a)(t) < e for all n and t. Then the

distribution o//(£„(/)) converges to the distribution off(£(t)) as n -» oo for every

functional f which is continuous in the uniform metric if and only if conditions

(a) and (b) of Theorem 4 are satisfied.

4. Limit theorems for sums of independent random variables. Let tj(í) be a

random process with independent increments, defined on [0, 1] and such that

£|t)(í)¡2 < A, for some A and all / E [0, 1]. Let <p(f) = Er\(t), y(t) = y(t) -

q>(t) and \¡/(t) = Dr¡(t). The process tj(/) has no discontinuities of the second

kind if and only if the function <p(r) has no discontinuities of the second kind.

We assume that r¡(t) has no discontinuities of the second kind. Denote by

t,, ..., rk,. .., the points of discontinuities of $(t). Set

*}('.. h) = ñ(h) - ñCi) -   2   {íK) - ñ(rk - 0)},
T*e(/„»2]
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where r, < r2. The distribution function of the random variable rj(tx, t¿) is

infinitely divisible and thus

ln(£e,í,i('»'í)) = f °° {eisx - 1 - isx)^-dG(x; tx, t2)
•'-00 X2

where   G(x; tx, t2)   is   a   nondecreasing   function,   G(-oo;   /,, t2) = 0,

G(oo; tx, t2) = Drj(tx, t2). Denote by 4>0 the distribution of fjï(O), and by 4>¿

the distribution of the random variable rj(rk) — rj(Tk — 0).

Consider a double sequence of random variables

In» • • • » «ut,

?„,» • • • » knk„

with each row independent. Let us partition the interval [0, 1] at the points

0 = t„o < 4,1 < • • • < '.*, - 1» so that max,<ik<i6. (r„* - /„,*_,)->0 when

n -» co. Set

* *«

Vn(() - 2 <b   if '„.*-i <'<'„*   and   tj„(1) = 2 L-
/-i /-i

Suppose that for any e > 0 there exists d > 0 suchUiat Er\^\t) < e for all n

and r. Denote by Fnk the distribution of %nk and set Fnk = FnA(x + E$nk).

Theorem 6. TAe distribution j(t\n(t)) converges to the distribution j(r\(t)) jor

any completely continuous junctional j ij and only ij all oj the jollowing

conditions are satisjied:

(1) The junctions cpn(t) = Etjn(t) converge unijormly to <p(t);

(2) The junctions i//„'= Dnn(t) converge unijormly to 4>(t);

(3) The distribution ojt]n(0) converges to the distribution o/tj(0);

(4) The distribution of t]n(Tk) — tin(rk — 0) converges to the distribution of

Tíí^) - ri(rk - 0);

(5) For any pair of points tx < t2,

„Mm 2 {£j2dFnk(*); '„¿-i e(/„ r2]}

= G{u; tx, t2) + 2 [f"jc2d<l>kix); rk E (tx, /2]}

with the possible exception of a countable set of numbers u.

■ By the usual arguments one can prove that the random process is almost

continuous if and only if the distributions of the random variables f/(i,, t2) axe

normal.

Theorem 7. Suppose that v(t) is an almost continuous process. The

distribution off(na(t)) converges to the distribution of f (t)(t)) for any functional
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/ continuous in the uniform metric, if and only if the conditions (l)-(4) of

Theorem 6 are satisfied and

if      x2dFak(x)^ff      x2dd>k(x)

with the possible exception of a countable set of positive numbers 8.
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